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Abstract
LetP be a collection of nontrivial simple paths on a host tree T. The edge intersection graph ofP, denoted by EPT(P), has vertex
set that corresponds to the members of P, and two vertices are joined by an edge if and only if the corresponding members of P
share at least one common edge in T. An undirected graph G is called an edge intersection graph of paths in a tree if G = EPT(P)
for some P and T. The EPT graphs are useful in network applications. Scheduling undirected calls in a tree network or assigning
wavelengths to virtual connections in an optical tree network are equivalent to coloring its EPT graph.
An undirected graph G is chordal if every cycle in G of length greater than 3 possesses a chord. Chordal graphs correspond to
vertex intersection graphs of subtrees on a tree. An undirected graph G is weakly chordal if every cycle of length greater than 4 in G
and in its complement G possesses a chord. It is known that the EPT graphs restricted to host trees of vertex degree 3 are precisely
the chordal EPT graphs. We prove a new analogous result that weakly chordal EPT graphs are precisely the EPT graphs with host
tree restricted to degree 4. Moreover, this provides an algorithm to reduce a given EPT representation of a weakly chordal EPT graph
to an EPT representation on a degree 4 tree. Finally, we raise a number of intriguing open questions regarding related families of
graphs.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let P be a collection of nontrivial simple paths on a host tree T. We deﬁne two different types of intersection graphs
from the pair 〈P, T 〉, namely the VPT and EPT graphs. We deﬁne the edge intersection graph EPT(P) of P to have
vertices which correspond to the members of P, such that two vertices are adjacent in EPT(P) if and only if the
corresponding paths in P share at least one common edge in T. An undirected graph G is called an edge intersection
graph of paths in a tree (EPT) if G = EPT(P) for someP and T, and we call 〈P, T 〉 an EPT representation of G. The
EPT graphs were introduced by Golumbic and Jamison [8,9]. Similarly, the vertex intersection graph VPT(P) of P
has vertices which correspond to the members of P, such that two vertices are adjacent in VPT(P) if and only if the
corresponding paths inP share at least one vertex in T. An undirected graph G is called a vertex intersection graph of
paths in a tree (VPT) if G=VPT(P) for someP and T, and we call 〈P, T 〉 aVPT representation of G. In the literature,
VPT graphs are also called path graphs [6,7].
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Clearly, for a given collection P, the vertices of EPT(P) and those of VPT(P) are the same, and the edge sets are
nested: E(EPT(P)) ⊆ E(VPT(P)). However, VPT and EPT are incomparable families of graphs [8]. Moreover, the
complexity of recognizingVPT graphs is polynomial [6], but recognition of EPT graphs [8] is an NP-complete problem.
In [10–12], we have studied a generalization of EPT graphs, called k-EPT graphs, where two paths create an edge if
they share at least k edges.
The EPT graphs are used in network applications, where the problem of scheduling undirected calls in a tree network
is equivalent to the problem of coloring an EPT graph (see e.g. [4,8]). The communication network is represented as an
undirected interconnection graph, where each edge is associated with a physical link between two nodes.An undirected
call is a path in the network. When the network is a tree, this model is clearly an EPT representation. Coloring the EPT
graph, such that two adjacent vertices have different colors, implies that paths sharing at least one common edge in
the EPT representation have different colors, meaning that undirected calls that share a physical link are scheduled in
different times.
Another application is assigning wavelengths to connections in an optical network, where virtual connections share
physical links by wavelength-division multiplexing. This problem is equivalent to the problem of coloring an EPT
graph as follows. In the optical interconnection graph, every edge is associated with optical link between two vertices.
Virtual connections that share the same optical link must have different wavelengths. The coloring may be associated
with assignment of wavelengths, such that connections of the same color can be assigned the same wavelength. For a
survey on related work on this optical model see e.g. [1,5].
Section 3 gives the main result of the paper. It is known that the EPT graphs restricted to host trees of vertex degree
3 are precisely the chordal EPT graphs. We prove a new analogous result that weakly chordal EPT graphs are precisely
the EPT graphs with host tree restricted to degree 4. Moreover, this provides an algorithm to reduce a given EPT
representation of a weakly chordal EPT graph to an EPT representation on a degree 4 tree.
In [9], Golumbic and Jamison showed that the coloring problem of EPT graphs is NP-complete and this was extended
to k-EPT graphs in [10,11]. Tarjan gave a 32 -approximation algorithm for coloring EPT graphs [20]. However, when
the maximum degree of the host tree T is 3, the coloring problem is polynomial [9].We show the analogous polynomial
result for a degree 4 host tree, namely, the coloring problem on EPT graphs restricted to those having a host tree of
vertex degree 4 is polynomial, which follows from the result that these graphs are weakly chordal.
2. Preliminaries
We deﬁne the length of a path to be the number of vertices in the path. We denote by Cn the chordless cycle on n
vertices. The chordless cycle Cn is an EPT graph and it has a unique EPT representation which is called a pie in [9],
deﬁned as follows.
Let 〈P, T 〉 be an EPT representation of a graph G. A pie is a star subgraph of T with n edges (a0, b), . . . , (an−1, b)
such that each “slice” (ai, b)∪ (ai+1, b) for i=0, 1, . . . , n−1 is contained in a different member ofP, where addition
is assumed to be modulo n. The vertex b is the center of the pie.
Theorem 1 shows that this is essentially the only representation for Cn.
Theorem 1 (Golumbic and Jamison [9]). Let 〈P, T 〉 be an EPT representation of a graph G. If G contains a chordless
cycle Cn of length n4, then 〈P, T 〉 contains a pie with n edges.
Remark 2 (Golumbic and Jamison [9]). An EPT graph contains no Cn, n7. The EPT representations of graphs C5
and C6 can be easily found.
An undirected graph G is chordal if every cycle of length greater than 3 in G possesses a chord. It is well known that
chordal graphs are the vertex intersection graphs of subtrees of a tree [3,6,21]. Therefore, every VPT graph is chordal.
A graph G is weakly chordal if neither G nor its complement G has an induced subgraph Cn, n5. Weakly chordal
graphs can be recognized and colored in polynomial time [2,13,14]. A two-pair in a graph G is a pair of vertices {x, y},
such that every chordless path between x and y contains exactly two edges. A subset S of vertices of a connected graph
G is called a (x, y)-separator if x and y are in different connected components of GV−S , where GV−S is the induced
subgraph of G on the vertex set V − S. Our main result is based on the following known characterization of weakly
chordal graphs.
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Theorem 3 (Hayward et al. [13]). A graph G is weakly chordal if and only if every induced subgraph of G either has
a two-pair or is a clique.
Theorem 4 below characterizes the graphs which are both VPT and EPT in terms of the host tree having maximum
degree 3. The equivalences (i) ↔ (ii) ↔ (iii) are due to Golumbic and Jamison [8]. Since VPT graphs are chordal, (i)
→ (iv). Syslo [19] proved that chordal EPT graphs are also VPT graphs, which yields the implication (iv) → (i).
Theorem 4. Let G be an undirected graph. The following statements are equivalent:
(i) G is both a VPT graph and an EPT graph.
(ii) G has a VPT representation on a degree 3 tree.
(iii) G has an EPT representation on a degree 3 tree.
(iv) G is a chordal EPT graph.
The claw graph K1,3 consists of one central vertex and three edges that intersect on the central vertex. We call these
edges the legs of the claw.
Let 〈P, T 〉 be an EPT representation of G. For any edge e in the tree T, let P[e] = {P ∈ P|e ∈ P }. For any claw
K1,3 in T, letP[K1,3] = {P ∈ P|P contains two legs of K1,3}. The collectionP[e] corresponds to a clique in G and
is called an edge clique. Similarly, P[K1,3] also corresponds to a clique in G and is called a claw clique.
Lemma 5 (Golumbic and Jamison [8]). Let 〈P, T 〉 be an EPT representation of a graph G. Any maximal clique of G
corresponds to either a subcollection of paths of the form P[e] for some edge e in T or of the form P[K1,3] for some
copy of the claw K1,3 in T.
All standard deﬁnitions of terms we use can be found in [7,18].
3. Weakly chordal EPT graphs
In this section, we prove a new result that weakly chordal EPT graphs are precisely the EPT graphs with host tree
restricted to degree 4. This also implies that coloring EPT graphs restricted to a degree 4 tree is polynomial.
We ﬁrst prove the following lemma.
Lemma 6. An EPT graph restricted to degree 4 trees contains no C5 and no C6.
Proof. The graph C5 is uniquely represented by a pie with ﬁve edges. Since C5 = C5, any EPT representation of C5
would require a degree 5 tree.
Let G be an EPT graph, which contains the complement of the chordless 6-cycle [x1, x2, . . . , x6]. In this case,
C′ = [x1, x4, x2, x5] forms a chordless 4-cycle in G. Suppose 〈P, T 〉 is an EPT representation of G on a degree 4 tree.
Let Pi be the path in 〈P, T 〉 that corresponds to the vertex xi in G. By Theorem 1, the cycle C′ corresponds to a pie on
four edges (a1, b), (a2, b), (a3, b), (a4, b), where paths P1 and P4 contain the edge (a1, b), P4 and P2 contain the edge
(a2, b), P2 and P5 contain the edge (a3, b), P5 and P1 contain the edge (a4, b). Now, we consider the paths P3 and
P6. The path P6 does not intersect with P5 and P1, and therefore does not contain the edges (a1, b), (a3, b), (a4, b).
Furthermore, P6 intersects with P2 and P4, and therefore either P6 contains the edge (a2, b) or P6 is contained in a
subtree rooted at a2 obtained by removing b. The path P3 does not intersect with P2 and P4 and therefore does not
contain the edges (a1, b), (a2, b), (a3, b). Furthermore, P3 intersects with P1 and P5, and therefore either P3 contains
the edge (a4, b) or P3 is contained in a subtree rooted at a4 obtained by removing b. However, the path P3 intersects
with P6. Contradiction! 
Remark 7. In [16,15], Jamison andMulder deﬁne an (h, s, p)-representation, which consists of a collection of subtrees
of a tree, such that (i) the maximum degree of T is at most h, (ii) every subtree has maximum degree at most s, and
(iii) there is an edge between two vertices in the graph if and only if the corresponding subtrees in T have at least p
vertices in common. A class of graphs that have an (h, s, p)-representation is denoted by [h, s, p]. Thus, the class of
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EPT graphs corresponds to the class [∞, 2, 2] and the chordal graphs are [∞,∞, 1]. Using this terminology, Theorem
4 ((iii ⇐⇒ iv)) states that [3, 2, 2] graphs are equivalent to chordal [∞, 2, 2] graphs, and the following new analogous
Theorem 8 states that [4, 2, 2] graphs are equivalent to weakly chordal [∞, 2, 2] graphs.
We now present the main result of this section.
Theorem 8. A graph G is a weakly chordal EPT graph if and only if G has an EPT representation on a degree 4 tree.
Proof. (⇐) Let 〈P, T 〉 be an EPT representation of a graph G, where T is of degree 4. We must show that G is weakly
chordal. By Theorem 1, if G contains a chordless cycle Cn (n5), then 〈P, T 〉 contains a pie with n edges. Since T is
restricted to degree 4, this is impossible. Therefore, G has no Cn (n5).
Moreover, G contains no Cn, n7, due to Remark 2, and G contains no C5 or C6 due to Lemma 6. It now follows
that G is weakly chordal.
(⇒) Let 〈P, T 〉 be an EPT representation of a weakly chordal graph G, where T has maximum degree d > 4. We
iteratively apply the construction described in the proof of the following Lemma 10 to obtain a representation 〈P′,T ′〉
of G, where T ′ has a maximum degree 4. This will prove the theorem.
Remark 9. We may assume that the graph G is connected, since otherwise every connected component can be handled
independently. Therefore, we also assume that there is no unnecessary edge on the host tree, in other words every edge
is contained in some path.
Lemma 10. Let 〈P, T 〉 be an EPT representation of a weakly chordal graph G, where T has a maximum degree d > 4.
Then there exists an EPT representation 〈P′, T ′〉 of G with maximum degree d ′, where d >d ′4.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the number of vertices of degree d. Let u be a vertex of degree d in Twith neighbors
v1, . . . , vd . Let PU be the collection of paths of P that contain at least one of the edges (v1, u), . . . , (vd, u) in T. Let
GU be the induced subgraph ofG, such that every vertex inGU corresponds to a path inPU . By the hereditary property,
the induced subgraph GU is also an EPT graph. Furthermore, since G is connected and T is a tree, GU is connected.
We may assume that every path inPU contains two of the edges (v1, u), . . . , (vd, u) in T by the following argument.
Suppose there exists P ∈ PU that contains only one of the edges (v1, u), . . . , (vd, u) in T. Without loss of generality,
assume (v1, u) ∈ P , and letPI be the collection of paths inPU that contain only the edge (v1, u) and contain no edge
among (v2, u), . . . , (vd, u). We change the representation as follows: we add a dummy vertex w on the edge (v1, u).
In every path Pi ∈ PI , we replace the edge (v1, u) by the edge (v1, w), thus making w the endpoint of Pi , and in all
the other paths we replace (v1, u) by the two edges (v1, w) and (w, u). Any two paths that shared the common edge
(v1, u) before, i.e. correspond to adjacent vertices, share the common edge (v1, w) now. Any two paths that did not
share any edge do not share a common edge now. Therefore, the obtained tree is an EPT representation of G. Thus, we
may repeat this process for edges (v2, u), . . . , (vd, u) as needed.
According to Theorem 3, the subgraph GU is either a clique or has a two-pair. We consider these two cases inde-
pendently.
Case 1 (The subgraph GU is a clique): Every clique in G corresponds to either an edge or a claw in an EPT
representation of G according to Lemma 5. The clique GU cannot correspond to a claw, since otherwise at least one
edge of (v1, u), . . . , (vd, u) would be empty (see Remark 9). Thus, the clique GU corresponds to a one-edge clique,
and all the paths in PU share a common edge, suppose (v1, u). We change the representation as follows: we add a
dummy vertex w on the edge (v1, u). Now we arbitrarily remove the edge (v2, u) and add the edge (v2, w) as shown
in Fig. 1(a) and (b). In all the paths inPU that contain the edge (v2, u), we replace (v2, u) with the new edge (v2, w).
All other paths remain unchanged.
Now all the paths in PU still share a common edge, namely (v1, w), and u has its degree reduced to d ′ = d − 1.
The degree of w is 3, and the degree of all the other vertices remain unchanged. Hence, the obtained tree is an EPT
representation of G with fewer vertices of degree d.
Case 2 (The subgraph GU has a two-pair {x, y}): By deﬁnition, the corresponding paths Px, Py do not share a
common edge in T. Without loss of generality, suppose that Px contains the edges (v1, u), (v2, u) and Py contains the
edges (v3, u), (v4, u). Let S be the common neighbors of x and y, let GS be the subgraph of G induced by S and let
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Fig. 1. Change of an EPT representation shown in (a) into (b) in Case 1, where GU is a clique. Change of an EPT representation shown in (c) into
(d) in Case 2.1, where GU has a two-pair {x, y} and GS is a clique. Change of an EPT representation shown in (e) into (f) in Case 2.2, where GU
has a two-pair {x, y} and GS is not a clique.
PS be the collection of paths that corresponds to GS . We note that since {x, y} is a two-pair, S is an (x, y)-separator.
Hence, GU−S has two connected components GX and GY , such that x ∈ GX and y ∈ GY .
We handle separately the case that GS is a clique.
Case 2.1 (GS is a clique): The components GX and GY induce partition of the edges of the star {(v1, u), . . . , (vd, u)}
as follows:
Color the edges (v1, u), (v2, u) red and color the edges (v3, u), (v4, u) blue. Color the edge (vi, u) red if it is contained
in a path P ∈ PU\PS , where P shares a common edge with a red edge. Color the edge (vi, u) blue if it is contained in
a path P ∈ PU\PS , where P shares a common edge with a blue edge. We proceed until no further coloring is possible.
Since S is an (x, y)-separator, every path inPU\PS contains either two red edges or two blue edges or two uncolored
edges.
We change the representation as follows: we split the vertex u into two vertices u′ and u′′, and add the edge (u′, u′′)
to the representation. Replace each red edge (vi, u) by (vi, u′). Replace each blue or uncolored edge (vi, u) by (vi, u′′).
All the paths of GU−S containing red edges have to pass through u′ and do not contain the edge (u′, u′′). All the paths
of GU−S containing blue edges or uncolored edges have to pass through u′′ and do not contain the edge (u′, u′′). All
the paths inPS have to contain the edge (u′, u′′) and have a common edge with Px and with Py . See Fig. 1(c) and (d).
The degree of each one of u′ and u′′ is at most d − 1. The degree of all the other vertices remain unchanged.
Since all the paths in PS now share a common edge, and all other common edges remain, the obtained tree is an EPT
representation of G with fewer vertices of degree d.
Case 2.2 (GS is not a clique): Since d > 4 and GU is connected, there exists at least one path in PU that contains
only one of the edges (v1, u), (v2, u), (v3, u), (v4, u). Without loss of generality, let PI be the non-empty collection
of paths that contain the edge (v1, u), but do not contain the edges (v2, u), (v3, u), (v4, u). Clearly,PI corresponds to
a clique in G.
We deﬁne a partition of the edges of the star {(v1, u), . . . , (vd, u)} as follows:
The edge (v1, u) is colored black. Color the edge (vi, u) (i > 1) red if it is on a path P ∈ PI . Note that so far
(v2, u), (v3, u), (v4, u) are uncolored. Now propagate the coloring as follows. Color the edge (vi, u) (i > 1) red if
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it is on a path P ∈ PU , where P shares a common edge with a red edge. We proceed until no further coloring is
possible.
Clearly, every path in PU\PI has either two red edges or no red edges. We now prove that none of the edges
(v2, u), (v3, u), (v4, u) is colored. By contradiction, suppose the edge (v3, u) is the ﬁrst edge among (v2, u), (v3, u),
(v4, u) that is colored, assume it was colored because it is contained in a path Pw. Note that Pw contains the edge
(v3, u) and an edge (vi, u), i > 4, and hence w /∈GS . Consider a shortest path [x,w1, . . . , wm,w, y] of length strictly
greater than three vertices in G, m1. Since we consider a shortest path, it is clear that w2, . . . , wm /∈GS . Moreover,
the path Pw1 contains the edge (v1, u) and an edge (vi, u), i > 4, and hence w1 /∈GS . Therefore, w1, . . . , wm,w /∈GS ,
and none of Pw1 , . . . , Pwm contain any of the edges (v2, u), (v3, u), (v4, u). This contradicts the fact that (x, y) is a
two-pair.
By the same arguments, the edge (v4, u) also cannot be the ﬁrst colored edge among (v2, u), (v3, u), (v4, u). Thus,
suppose the edge (v2, u) is the ﬁrst edge among (v2, u), (v3, u), (v4, u) that is colored, and assume it was colored
because it is contained in a path Pw. Note that Pw contains the edge (v2, u) and an edge (vi, u), i > 4, and hence
w /∈GS . Consider a shortest path [x,w1, . . . , wm,w] in G, m1. Since we consider a shortest path, it is clear that
w2, . . . , wm /∈GS . Moreover, the path Pw1 contains the edge (v1, u) and an edge (vi, u), i > 4, and hence w1 /∈GS .
Therefore, w1, . . . , wm,w /∈GS , and none of Pw1 , . . . , Pwm contain any of the edges (v2, u), (v3, u), (v4, u). Since
GS is not a clique, there exist two non-adjacent vertices z, z′ ∈ GS . Without loss of generality, suppose that z contains
the edge (v1, u) and z′ contains the edge (v2, u). Therefore, there exists a chordless cycle [y, z,w1, . . . , wm,w, z′, y]
in G of length greater than 4. This contradicts the fact that G is a weakly chordal graph. Hence, (v2, u), (v3, u), (v4, u)
remain uncolored.
Now we are ready to change the representation as follows: we add a dummy vertex w on the edge (v1, u).
Replace every red edge (vi, u), i5, by a new edge (vi, w) in all the paths containing it. The uncolored edges
remain unchanged. Speciﬁcally, (1) the path Px contains the edge (v2, u) and the edge (v1, u) replaced by
(v1, w), (w, u), (2) the path Py and all paths in PS are unchanged, (3) paths in PI have edges (v1, u), (vi, u)
replaced by (v1, w), (vi, w), (4) paths with two red edges (vi, u), (vj , u) are replaced by (vi, w), (vj , w), and
(5) other paths with no red edges remain unchanged. It is straightforward to verify that this is an EPT represen-
tation of G. All the paths in PI now share a common edge (v1, w). Every two paths that shared a common red
edge (vi, u) before now share the common edge (vi, w). All other common edges remain. See Fig. 1(e)
and (f).
The degree of the vertex u is now at most d−1, becausePI is non-empty and at least one edge is colored. The degree
of the vertex w is at most d − 2, because the edges (v2, u), (v3, u), (v4, u) are uncolored. Therefore, the obtained tree
is an EPT representation of G with fewer vertices of degree d. This completes Case 2.2.
We have shown that in all the cases there exists a construction that reduces the number of vertices of degree d in
〈P, T 〉 and that proves the lemma and thus also Theorem 8. 
By using essentially the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 8, we can obtain an alternate proof of the
following:
Corollary 11 (Syslo [19]). A chordal graph G is an EPT graph if and only if G has an EPT representation on a degree
3 tree.
Algorithmic aspects: The proof of Theorem 8 is constructive and derives an algorithm described in [17]. The input
of this algorithm is an EPT representation 〈P, T 〉 of a weakly chordal EPT graph G, where T is a tree with maximum
degree d > 4. The output is an EPT representation 〈P′, T ′〉 of G with fewer vertices of degree d.
By iteratively applying this algorithm we get an EPT representation on a degree 4 tree. Hence, we obtain an algorithm
that reduces a given EPT representation of a weakly chordal graph to an EPT representation on a degree 4 tree. If the
graph is chordal, then one more series of reductions will yield a degree 3 tree.
4. Open questions
Several questions are raised by considering the restriction of the degree d of the host tree. We have seen that the
coloring problem on EPT graphs is polynomial for d = 3 and 4. What is the complexity for higher values of d?
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If a graph G has an EPT representation on a degree d tree, then G has no chordless cycle Cn for nd +1, since there
is a unique EPT representation of Cn as a pie with n slices. The converse is true for d = 3, since G must be chordal.
The converse is false for d = 4, since the graph C6 has no chordless cycle greater than 4 and does not have an EPT
representation on a degree 4 tree, by Lemma 6. It is easy to show that C6 has an EPT representation on a degree 5 tree.
We therefore ask the question, is the converse true for d5?
It is well known that a graph G is chordal if and only if the graph G is an intersection graph of subtrees of a
tree. Whether there exists an analogous characterization for weakly chordal graph, i.e. a characterization in terms of
intersection graphs, remains an open question.
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